
Inverter Drive 
REPLACEMENT GUIDE
IMO has been manufacturing inverter drives since the launch of the first Jaguar in 1986. Since then, we have been at the cutting edge of 
inverter drive design, with the market-leading Jaguar range leading the way. The Jaguar range is offered with a 5 year warranty, our other 
drive ranges are offered with a 2 year warranty. 

Are you looking for a replacement inverter drive?
If your existing inverter drive needs replacing for whatever reason, did you know you could replace it with an IMO inverter drive? 

Even though you may have an inverter drive manufactured by ABB, Siemens, Mitsubishi, Schneider, Danfoss, or any other inverter drive 
manufacturer, we can offer you a suitable replacement that will offer you the high quality IMO are renowned for, with the ratings and special 
features you need for your application.

Variable Speed Drives to meet every budget...

SD1
0.4kW to 110kW 

Single & Three Phase

UL approved  

general purpose drives

IP20

Jaguar VXA
0.75kW to 710kW 

Three Phase

Industry specific  

drives for Water

IP55

integrated EMC filter  

up to 90kW

HD2
1.5kW to 500kW 

Three Phase

Dual rated  

UL approved  

drives with advanced  

communications

IP20,  

integrated C3 filter 

C1 & C2 filter options

HD2IP
5.5kW to 132kW (ND) 

4.0kW to 110kW (HD) 
Three Phase

Dual rated  

UL approved  

drives with advanced  

communications

IP55,  

integrated C3 filter 

C1 & C2 filter options

Jaguar VXT
0.4kW to 315kW 

Single & Three Phase

Quadruple rated,  

general purpose drives

IP20,  

filtered & unfiltered 

models

Challenge us with your existing drive part number...
At the very least, if you are able to provide us with the manufacturers part number of the drive you are looking to replace, we will find you the 
perfect replacement. We can also accept the motor current rating and supply input (or motor rating) and any application information such 
as if it is for a pump/fan, conveyor etc.

Need a little help making the right choice?
Call the Drives Guru on the IMO Drives Hotline...

01707 414 444
or email sales@imopc.com


